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8 - 1.6 hourrr. In all cslculations we till 
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the interval H + 6 to K + 18. 
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3 feet above the ground was measured as 375 mr/hr ieven &%J3 
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nation. Assuming t decay the H + 24 hour'doee rate was then 
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The sources of exposure to the thyroid which must de aonsidered -1 

(1) Whole body garmna dose. 
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The whole body dose was estimated 

making this estfmate 16 not given, 60 EUI independent eI3 



iodine content of individualrr 
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which the average thyzvldburd& 

Scientific Laboratory collected pooled 
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tion and eotlmated~z) the l-day thyroid &bnty~.z@t% 
.* i .g‘ ;: & -j., c -r:_ . . : - 

collected samples from each member of the exPos& gb 
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detonation and, _bx_m_Indlrect method, estimated tbeF+iierr - .-_ -._ u :- 

as 6.4 PC f 131 
, i., L;& @,_I g&g 

at 1 day. (394) The LASL estiiite of,+. .2")lc*sySs- I 
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direct counting of 1 131 in the urine and should be !aore‘~%l$dh~k~~ _. __-_.-.__ 

NRDL estimate. The value of 11.2 pc will be used BB i 
_. 

inn considerations. This estimate -was based on the 2% 

Variation in the biological half-life ad other #'t%Ctol%i@%gd 1 * 

of 0.05 - 
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0.2s should be placed on fW$. -n@+_FctiIg (: 

fore, take 5.6 

The pooled 

in thlese age g 



iodine ifiotopes. These are! 
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ingentlon, (2) dllfferences in-the._ 

average energy deposited in the thyxbld 

presented in Table I for I 153 



tion rate. (7) Both methods give 8 

children would then be -3.4 pc with 

Assuming the Rongelap children are s&lar 
. . . 

children, the mass of the thyroid of the child 

The mst probable dose. from I 

isotopes i6 510 rad. If we conside 

and the variation in thyroid ieight 

2. Oral h&?eS~fOn! At the ttme of the efYent t 

water ration of one-pint 

the event bLt moat of thti.@mii 

of collectin& w&r by rune 
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ri;: ! -LA iodine in the thyroid and no 
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_?_. t ._ .I- were selected from the be& avail 
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radioiddine was assumed to be expimenti 
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: ‘,_ 4.5 hours, and &!$I of the iodine 
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1 On the ba6is of these calculation6 thei 

%‘. 
Iodine excretion at 15 days we6 estimated to be 

E _- : * 
thyroid content. ~ ; c.- * 
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!l?lc nrohlem outlined above ie a practical appli&&n& My 

6tUdy on the upt&.ke and excretion of 

more fully in a UCRZ report entitled, 


